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We'll Do All The Hard Work So You Can Play

 

Warmer spring weather brings much-needed outdoor adventures.  As the seasons change, know that
your credit union is always ready and willing to discuss and assist with your financial needs.  Give us a
call or email us today to find out how we can help you to reach your financial goals this spring! 
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Tips for Getting the Best Car Loan
Get the best loan possible

As with any big purchase, when purchasing a car you’ll want to make sure that you get the best deal
possible, and that requires being smart about getting a car loan. Many people tend to overlook certain
things during this process — they want to get in and out and on the road — but even a small oversight
could cost you big bucks.

“When you buy a car, make sure it’s something you can afford, something that truly meets your
budget,” adds Senior Director of Auto Finance Melinda Zabritski at Experian Automotive. Otherwise,
you could risk running into financial problems in the future.

To make sure you’re making the right choice regarding an auto loan, here are five tips to keep in mind
before you sign on the dotted line:

Know your credit score - It’s a
good idea to check your credit by
getting a preapproved car loan.
Your credit score helps determine
your car financing interest rate and
is based on your credit report. If
you have a high score, you qualify
for a better car loan rate than if you
have a low score. Thus, if you don’t
know your credit score beforehand,
you’re at a disadvantage when it
comes to getting a good rate.











“Most people think their credit
score is worse than it is,” says
Senior Consumer Advice Editor
Phil Reed at Edmunds.com. “When
people don’t know their credit
rating, the dealer can tell them
almost anything.” 

Avoid add-ons - Often you can finance add-ons — anything from leather seats to chrome wheels —
separately. And while it may seem convenient to purchase them on the spot, your wallet might not
agree.

Car salespeople “are really there to make extra profit for the dealership by increasing interest rates
and selling extended warranties and add-ons such as fabric protection and paint sealant,” Reed says.
“Dealers can write other fees into the contract and give them official-sounding names. These fees are
another attempt to take profit on the back end of the deal when the buyer’s guard is down.” If you’re
really aching for upscale window tinting, check with other companies, which may offer it for less
money.

Do your homework - Know that lenders aren’t obligated to offer you the best possible rate for which
you qualify. In general, new cars typically offer lower interest rates compared with used cars. In 2007,
for example, car dealers marked up loans by an average 1.8 percent on used cars and 0.6 percent on
new ones. To avoid overpaying on your loan, inform the lender that you’re looking in various places
for your vehicle or that you already have another offer. That may help you get a better rate.

Keep quiet about what you can afford - You don’t want to go to a dealership and announce the
exact monthly payment amount that you’re willing to pay each month. That may cause car dealers to
use the longest auto loan term available to figure out your potential rates for monthly installments. For
example, a car that costs $25,000 with a five-year loan may require the same monthly payments as a
$16,000 car with a three-year loan — but you’ll end up paying more in interest for the higher-priced
vehicle. Sometimes, if the car salesperson knows how much you can afford per month, negotiating a
lower purchase price may be harder to do.

Go for the shorter-term loan - Most car buyers tend to lean toward longer loans because the
monthly payment is smaller. However, in the long run you’re actually paying more the longer the loan
runs due to interest.

“You definitely pay more in the long run because these long loans typically have high-interest rates,”
says Mike Quincy of Consumer Reports Autos. Is there a perfect loan time for your vehicle? “Try to
limit your car loan to about 48 months,” advises Quincy. “That’s the optimal amount of time you
should pay for your car.”

Stop by today to find out more about what rates we can offer so you can shop with confidence.
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Do You Need a Checking and Savings Account?
Why having both is certainly necessary

You probably already know what a checking account and a savings account are —so is it really
necessary to have both? The simple answer is: yes. 

A traditional checking account typically allows the account holder to take out money frequently, with
few or no restrictions on the timing or amount of those transactions.

“You could put $1 million in right now, at 11:36, and pull $1 million out at 11:37,” explains William
Mahnic, an associate professor of banking and finance at Case Western Reserve University’s
Weatherhead School of Management. 

To make transactions convenient,
checking account holders usually
can use a checkbook, debit card or
mobile apps to make payments. .  

With a savings account, the
assumption is that you’re storing
your cash at a financial institution
for longer periods than with
checking. This type of account is
not as easily accessible as a
checking account, with the idea
that you’re using it for savings and
not for spending. There are
typically no check-writing privileges
or debit cards attached to savings
accounts, so the main way to use
the money is to transfer it to your
checking account beforehand.

There are interest accumulations associated with savings accounts. While it may not be very much,
there’s still money going into your account for essentially no reason.  

“Even though rates are very, very low right now, you will get interest,” Mahnic says.

It seems like a no-brainer, and experts will agree, but it turns out some customers may not think that
way. According to a Google Consumer Survey for GOBankingRates.com from September of 2015, 62
percent of Americans have less than $1,000 in their savings account, and 21 percent don’t have one
at all. And that doesn’t sit well with some experts. 

Even though checking accounts are seen as more convenient, money can be drawn out quickly by
savers themselves, which makes it harder to save. In addition, checking deposits are a ripe target for
hackers. Consumer protection laws regarding fraud do protect you, but you could be stuck in a hard
place for quite some time. 

“That’s a lot of blood, sweat and tears, and a lot of time you have to wait,” Mahnic says. “I’d rather
have an account that people don’t see when they get a check from me and don’t see when they get
an electronic payment from me.” 

So why do people shy away from having both a checking and a savings account? If it’s because you
deem checking accounts easier to use than savings, then fear not: Experts say it’s easier than ever to
have multiple accounts. 

“Especially now, when it’s so easy with mobile banking, at the same bank you can have several
different accounts, and you can probably arrange it in a way that you’re not paying too many fees with
direct deposit and such,” says Consumer Reports Senior Editor Jeff Blyskal.







Checking and savings accounts are both federally backed, which fully insures checking and savings
deposits up to $250,000 per person, per account, which is in turn backed by the full faith and credit of
the U.S. government. Contact us today to learn more about each.
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Don’t Let Emotions Get in the Way of Your Financial
Decisions
How feelings could sway you, and how to avoid them from doing so

As human beings, we are naturally emotional creatures. It’s only natural that we have a habit of
carrying our emotions into various areas of our lives, finances included. However, money and
emotions don’t mix well.

“The most powerful tool we have
for minimizing our spending is to
remove emotion and raw impulse
from the equation,” says financial
blogger Trent Hamm in the
Christian Science Monitor.

The same is true for investing and
retirement planning.

“Investors — however smart,
seasoned or wealthy — are only
human. Faced with dramatic
market fluctuations … many
otherwise even-tempered investors
might be tempted to act rashly —
and irrationally,” notes Kenneth
Kiesnoski of CNBC.

Here are some examples:

Joy/greed - These feelings
often work together when a portfolio is performing well. Investors may be tempted to stay the
course rather than going with the trusted and proven principle of rebalancing.

Envy - Investing results can rarely be duplicated. Hearing about a strategy that was successful
for a co-worker, for example, may lead you to go that route yourself in the hope you will get the
same result. However, that person’s strategy may not fit with your own situation, risk tolerance
or timeline.

Pride - This emotion could cause you to hold on to a poor investment until you recover its
value.

“While I don’t advocate jumping ship the moment a fund or asset class hits rough water, I also
don’t advise going down with a sinking ship,” says Scott Holsopple of U.S. News & World
Report Money.

Fear/anger - These work in conjunction, creating a sort of fight-or-flight response and causing
you to make rash decisions out of instinct rather than rationale.

Love - Don’t let sentimentality keep you tied down. For example, if you feel allegiance to the
first stock you ever bought but it is tanking, cut your losses.

What to do

Instead of succumbing to emotions, stick to your own tried-and-true investment strategy. Take a step
back and re-evaluate the situation from the outside looking in.

“If you see your emotions flaring, focus exclusively on the task at hand. Don’t get distracted by those
emotional elements,” Hamm recommends.

Another option is to give yourself a spending cap. Allowing yourself only a certain amount to spend or
invest will often stop you from putting money into something foolishly.

Holsopple summarizes that giving yourself basic rules to follow in spending situations will help you







Holsopple summarizes that giving yourself basic rules to follow in spending situations will help you
drown out the noise, including that coming from inside your own head.

“The next time your fear, envy or pride gets the best of you, relax and remember that you’re in this for
the long haul and you’ve got the strategy in place to get you where you want to be,” he concludes.

When you invest, it’s always helpful to consult with professionals so emotion doesn’t play as much of a
role in your decisions. Stop by to speak with one today.
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To-Do List for Getting Finances in Order
How to get financially organized

Do you often find you’re scatterbrained when it comes to keeping your finances in order? More
important, do you spend more than you can afford? More than one-third of adults do, and an
estimated 76 percent of Americans are living from paycheck to paycheck, according to
BankRate.com. And that means it’s time to start really getting down to business about keeping more
organized to avoid spending more than you should be spending.

“You cannot be in denial about finances,” Dr. Phil says. “It doesn’t matter what you think you deserve,
what you think you need, even — and [it] certainly doesn’t matter what you want or desire. When
you’re dealing with finances, you’ve got to deal with reality.”

Here are some top tips for getting financially organized:

Ditch paper - Most bills can be
paid online, so you might want to
take advantage of that, as too
much paper increases the chance
that things will get lost. If you use a
scanner, you’re more likely to be
able to keep things in order (plus,
it’s better for the environment).

“Simply scan photos and paper
documents to create electronic
copies. By transferring all physical
records into electronic format,
you’ll be able to later print the
records,” says Lynnette Khalfani
Cox, author of “Zero Debt: The
Ultimate Guide to Financial
Freedom.”

You should also store at least one
backup copy on a CD or memory
stick. Not ready to go paperless completely? Invest in a paper shredder.

“It eliminates waste, and that’s pretty crucial,” says CPA and financial planner David Bendix, president
of The Bendix Financial Group in Garden City, New York. “It’s smart, and it’ll help you get organized.”

Start a retirement plan - While you’re getting your finances in order, it’s a good time to set up a
401(k) or other retirement plan (if you haven’t already) to help you save for the future.

“Having a long-term allocation to equities is necessary for combating inflation in the future and making
sure that you have enough money to buy the things you want when you are retired,” said iShares
Asset Allocation Strategist Jane Leung. Try to invest as much as you can in a 401(k), and take
advantage of whatever company matches available to you. If you don’t have access to a 401(k), you
can open an IRA.

Be detailed about files - “Think about those files you access the most and the reasons why,” says
Wayne Bogosian, president and managing director of the PFE Group, and co-author of “The Complete
Idiot’s Guide to 401(k) Plans.” “Rather than dumping everything into a general folder called
‘documents’ or ‘photographs,’ break it down into primary and secondary folders.” That means being
as specific as possible (e.g., “tax returns,” “credit/debit cards,” “insurance,” etc.).

“And don’t be an ‘e-pack rat,’” says Bogosian. “Chances are, that document you saved in 1997 isn’t
going to do you much good today.”  

Open an emergency fund - No one wants to find themselves strapped for cash, especially in an
emergency. That’s why it’s wise to start building a just-in-case fund to help keep things in order.

“$1,000 would be the first goal to work toward,” says Tom Maynard, finance instructor at Converse







College. “Then try to get to the point where it’s equal to one month’s take-home pay, and then two
months’ take-home pay, and if you can get to where you have three months’ take-home pay, then you
probably have reached a level that, I’m going to guess on this, but I’ll bet you 10 percent of the
American public does not have.”

Keep a checklist handy - Start each month by making a checklist of each bill you know will be
arriving. Keep the list in the same place at all times, and be sure to update it regularly. You can refer
to it whenever you need to verify whether you’ve paid — or you haven’t paid — a bill. Whether via
mail or email, not all important documents always make their way to you in a timely manner, so
keeping a list helps you stay on track and notice if something wasn’t delivered on time (which can be a
common occurrence).

We can help you get your finances in order - contact us today.
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